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Consumer Spending Softens Amid
Modestly Encouraging Industrial Economy Signs

As earnings season gets underway, results are predict-
ably weak year-over-year, albeit partly reflecting the pre-
dominance of large banks in the early part of the reporting
season. Investors already expect down earnings for 1Q16
and are much more focused on company guidance for the
quarter and year ahead. Key to the intermediate-term earn-
ings outlooks for large U.S. corporations is the state of the
U.S. economy, which despite globalization remains the most
important end-market for most S&P 500 companies.

Recent data has shown some of the first cracks in the
formerly booming U.S. consumer economy. At the same
time, the U.S. industrial economy has mixed in a few mod-
estly encouraging data points along with signs of overhang-
ing weakness. The tenor and tone of the 1Q16 earnings sea-
son unfolding over mid-April through mid-May, along with
key data points such as nonfarm payrolls and 1Q GDP
growth, could steer the course of stock investing heading
into the typically flat and inconclusive summer months.

FIRST GLANCE AT 1Q16 EPS
We are calling it a first glance because as we went to press,
only about 10% of S&P 500 component companies had re-
ported results for the calendar quarter. And early results are
always skewed by the big banks. For 1Q16, those big banks
with consumer banking or retail loan exposure (JPM, C,
BAC) fared better than those more leveraged to trading and
traditional institutional services (MS, GS). But all the ma-
jor money center banks reported down results.

Thus our first snapshot of calendar 1Q16 EPS, com-
prising 54 of 500 companies, indicates EPS down 10.7%
year-over-year. Excluding financial services companies,
which represent a full 25% of companies reporting to date,
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earnings so far are down 2.7%. The adjusted number is in
line with Argus’ forecast of a 3% annual decline in 1Q16
EPS. The Street is forecasting a 9%-10% decline in calendar
1Q16 EPS. With the money center banks out of the way, and
non-financial companies reporting more moderate declines,
our confidence has increased in our forecast of 3% annual
decline for calendar 1Q16 earnings.

The operating environment for the big banks leveraged
to trading and institutional services probably won’t get bet-
ter anytime soon, particularly with the Fed forced to the side-
lines by sensitivity to emerging market growth. Across other
sectors with more sensitivity to global trade, strong-dollar
impacts from currency repatriation are receding, but lost com-
petitiveness is a lingering issue.

Consumer discretionary companies are posting predict-
ably good double-digit EPS growth, in a sector with rela-
tively less dollar exposure. Healthcare earnings to date have
grown in high single digits, belying investors’ fears about
policy impacts from the presidential election. Among dollar-
exposed sectors, we are encouraged by the strong EPS
bounce-back among industrial companies reporting to date.
But the few technology companies that have reported, in-
cluding IBM, posted double-digit EPS declines year-over-
year.
With most energy and materials companies yet to report, the
challenges in this earnings season have barely begun. But
we also expect some guarded optimism in the outlook, given
stabilizing international PMIs, encouraging signs from China,
and the worst currency & commodity comparisons begin-
ning to roll off.

(continued on next page)
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CONSUMER DATA SHOWS CRACKS
The data since mid-April shows the U.S. consumer unexpect-
edly pulling back from both major and minor purchases, while
still continuing to consume at high levels compared with re-
cent years. U.S. retail sales declined an unexpected 0.3% in
March, following virtually no change in the prior month. Omi-
nously, the decline was led by items both large (autos) and
small (clothing & restaurants).

Although nine of 13 retail categories showed gains, the
2.1% clunk in auto sales weighed heavy on overall results.
Backing out both autos and gasoline sales, retail sales edged
up 0.1%. Given the preeminent role auto sales have played in
reviving the consumer economy, however, they cannot be
blithely backed out.

Mortgage data from early in April showed something of
a springtime bounce. All-in mortgage applications, including
originations and refinancings, jumped 10% in the 4/8/16 week,
following a 3% gain in the prior week. But any feel-good from
the mortgage data was wiped away by a sharp and surprising
slump in March housing starts. The 8.8% decrease, which was
well below economists’ expectations, featured weakness across
most regions and among both single-family and multi-family
starts. The annualized 1.09 million-unit SAAR was the lowest
since October 2015. Permits for new starts declined 7.7% to
the lowest SAAR in the past 12 months.

Amid signs that consumers are cinching the purse strings
for purchases large and small, it is little wonder that sentiment
is shaky. The University of Michigan consumer sentiment sur-
vey fell to 89.7 for April from 91 in March while missing the 92
consensus call. Not surprisingly, consumers fretted about the
impact of the election on economic policy, given calls for higher
taxes from the left and what appear to be deficit-fueling tax cuts
from the right.

At the beginning of May, the nonfarm payrolls report will
show if these cracks in consumer patterns and attitude risk be-
coming fissures in the consumer economy. It would be nice if
the consumer economy could stay strong, particularly if the
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industrial economy can extend some recent moderately en-
couraging signs.

INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY
NOT OUT OF THE WOODS, BUT….
March industrial production declined 0.6%, extending a
gloomy trend – but there were some caveats. Mining, which
includes petroleum extraction, declined 2.9%; mining is in
a multi-year slump, and energy and gold producers are still
shutting down sites. Utility output declined 1.2%, which is
mainly a function of mild March weather. Manufacturing
did decline, but by a lesser 0.3%.

Industrial economy followers look for clues in the re-
gional indexes as well as the national numbers. The New
York Federal Reserve Bank’s Empire index surprised with a
9.56 reading, compared with expectations for a reading in
the 2.0 range. Key upside drivers included a much better
trend in prices paid, continued momentum in new orders,
growth in employment, and a more favorable view of the
environment six months out.

Producer prices, which had been edging up, unexpect-
edly fell 0.1% in March. Even though the U.S. dollar is now
off its peak levels, the overhang of a strong dollar continues
to weigh on commodity and energy prices. The PPI edged
down by 0.1% in the past 12 months, a number the Fed can-
not ignore when it is setting monetary policy at future FOMC
meetings.

CONCLUSION
The U.S. stock market has entered a grind-higher phase,
based on our measure of daily rate of change (DRC) in the
S&P 500 and the more widely followed VIX options vola-
tility index. Stock investors, in other words, want to believe
that the economy and earnings are getting better. Unless the
data and EPS guidance improve, the market could be in for
more turbulence as the summer kicks off.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Argus Director of Research
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